Revel is a digital platform which provides a seamless multimedia learning experience designed to engage and motivate students.

Revel supports the development of student understanding and skills regarding the application of the law by combining leading textbook content with online exercises, allowing your students to explore, apply and engage with the concepts introduced.

Assign learning activities and keep track of your students' progress via the Performance Dashboard. You will also be able to quickly and easily identify the students who have not completed tasks or might be struggling.

“Overall, the feedback that we received from our students was that Revel was revolutionary.”

Louis Martin, Senior Lecturer, University of Staffordshire
Encourage active reading

Interactive exercises
Exercises like drag and drop, fill-in-the-blanks and matching are seamlessly woven throughout the text so students can check their understanding as they go.

End of chapter quizzes
After reading a chapter, students can take a short quiz to test their knowledge. Their scores and answers will appear in the Performance Dashboard.

Interview with Judge Paul Thomas QC

Videos
Relevant videos are integrated throughout to support your students' engagement. They also include full transcripts that make them flexible and more accessible for everyone.
Help students apply theory

**Simulations**

There are opportunities for students to give client advice, write letters to judges and draw up contracts through Mediashare Simulations.

**Case studies**

The reflective questions built into case study extracts prompt students to think critically about the law.

**Writing assignments**

Students can enter their written responses to the questions, which will help them express their understanding of the concepts and articulate their own arguments.
Revel helps lecturers and students

The University of Staffordshire took part in a pilot of Revel for Criminal Law. They found that:

- 77% of students in the cohort actively engaged with the Revel.
- 83% of those students said they were better prepared for seminars.

Get in touch at go.pearson.com/uk/revellaw

Law titles available through Revel

- Law of Tort 15/E Cooke
- Constitutional and Administrative Law 10/E Carroll
- Equity and Trusts 5/E Panesar
- Property Law 11/E Smith
- Criminal Law 3/E Macdonald
- Law of Contract 15/E Richards

Get started with Revel

Our team can help you discover all that Revel has to offer you and your students. When you choose to use Revel, Pearson’s Expert Support team will help you get started and provide advice as you use the platform throughout your course.

Get in touch at go.pearson.com/uk/revellaw